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INTRODUCTION

The United States entered the 1950's with a highly productive

agriculture, in fact so productive that it was already chronicallY pro-

ducing an overabundance of agricultural goods. This productivity had

been stimulated by the needs of the nations engaged in World War II,

but by the early 1950's the recovering nations of Europe no longer

needed large amounts of U.S. agricultural exports and American farm

surpluses began to accumulate. At the same time, the remarkable post-

war recovery of Europe had created great confidence in the ability of

nations to advance economically with the help of other nations.

Attention was turned from Europe to the less-developed nations of the

world and a moral commitment was made by the U.S. to aid in their

development. The combination of food shortages in poorer nations and

an overabundance at home became the impetus for the passage of Public

Law #480 (P.L. 480). P.L. 480, termed the Agricultural Trade Develop-

ment and Assistance Act, came into being on July 10, 1954. Known today

as "Food for Peace," it has sometimes been called the "marriage of

conveniencell whereby U.S. agricultural surpluses are used as aid to

less developed countries of the world.

The following is a discussion of this important legislation. A

historical review of U.S. agricultural export policies shows that ~pe

provisions of P.L. 480 are not entirely new. The discussion continues

with some comments on the feeling behind P.L. 480 and a description

of how it operates. Also to be considered are the nations that have

1
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received agricultural commodities under P.L. 480 and the amounts re-

ceived by these nations. The final part of the paper deals with the

influence of P.L. 480 upon the economies of the nations involved:

(1) the U.S., (2) the nations selling the same agricultural products as

the U.S. exports under P.L. 480, and (3) the nations receiving cotr~odities

under P.L. 480.

HISTORICAL REVIEW

External events, including two world wars and the urgency of

development in low-income countries, have had their impact on

changing the character of U.S. agricultural export policies. Still the

central theme of maintaining and expanding the export market for

agricultural commodities remains unaltered. The United States has

always attached considerable importance to the export of agricultural

commodities. In the early years of this country, agricultural exports

financed importation of the equipment needed to develop our infant

industrial sector. Later they were instrumental in the war and post-

war reconstruction efforts of many nations. Recently it has been

American policy to use the overabundance of its farm economy as a

form of aid to developing countries.

Quantity of U.S. Agricultural Exports

The quantity of U.S. agricultural exports has varied in relation

to the changes in world conditions. As a young nation it soon captured

the lion's share of the world market for agricultural goods. From

1880 through World War I, the U.S. maintained this dominant position
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in world agricultural trade. During the depression years, both the ab-

solute quantity and the relative share of American agricultural products

declined. This was due to the general reduction of world trade follow-

ing the war and the self-sufficiency drives of importing nations. The

second world war resulted in an increase in the share and quantity of

American farm products entering world trade. A high level of U.S.

agricultural exports continued to flow to European nations during their

post-war recovery and rehabilitation. The recent emphasis on the use

of agricultural commodities as aid to less-developed countries has also

stimulated U.S. exports, but perhaps at the cost of decreased commercial

sales.

A£!icultural Export Policies
1865-1965

As early as the 1890's farm groups were advocating export subsidies*

on agricultural commodities. But at that point in time the Congress

was not willing to accept such a policy. As prices declined sharply

after World War I, farmers and farm leaders began to seek methods of

restoring fallen farm incomes. Different methods of income protection

were advanced (price supports, import protection, and others), each

rulticipating the use of export markets for the disposal of surplus

production. Import protection, representing a change in farmers'

attitudes, came in the form of the Emergency tariff of 1921, the

*Export subsidies involve some nlethod of selling exports goods
on the world market for less than they bring on the domestic market.
The Federal Treasury would pay the difference between the world price
and the price at home.
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Fordney-McCumber tariff of 1922 and the Hawley-Smoot tariff of 1930.

These acts provided for duties on a long list of agricultural commo-

dities including grains, potatoes, livestock and meats, dairy products,

cotton, poultry and tobacco.

As exports of agricultural goods slumped during depression years,

policies were evolved in an attempt to bring them back to "normal."

In 1931 the newly-formed Grain Stabilization Board was empowered to

make sales to foreign governments, give price concessions, and even

provide gifts. The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 included a

proviaion-·-Section 17, Title I--for refUnding the processing tax

(the tax was discontinued in 1936) to agriucltural exporters. An

amendment to the Act in 1935--Section 32--provided for export subsidies

on agricultural commodities to be financed from customs receipts.*

In the shadow of World War II, 1939, the ecc (Commodity Credit

Corporation) was authorized to sell surplus stocks to foreign countries

as food reserves ( a power which went unused). And, Public Law #387

was enacted providing for the trade of agricultural surpluses for

strategic and critical materials from abroad. Later an appropriation

was made for the $100 million worth of U.S. agricultural products to

be distributed to war refugees in 1940 and 1941. On March 17, 1941,

the original Lend-lease appropriation was made which bolstered pur-

chasing power of certain foreign countries and resulted in an upsurge

in the flow of U.S. agricultural exports. Since war materials could be

obtained on favorable terms, the Allies were able to use more of their

scarce financial resources to obtain needed U.S. farm products.

*Customs receipts are the earnings from tariffs collected on
imported goods.
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In 1945, CCC exports of surplus agricultural commodities were

made exempt from the rule of limiting sales to parity prices or above.

Several interim measures of grants and credits, such as Greek-Turkish

Aid, Phillipine Rehabilitation and China Aid, predated the Marshall Plan

of 1948. The Marshall Plan provided for maximum use of CCC stocks and

A.A.A. Section 32 provisions for the relief and rehabilitation of war-

torn nations. Section 416 of the Agricultural Act of 1949 allowed the

CCC to donate food products which were in danger of "spoiling" to

school lunch programs, and federal and private foreign welfare programs.

With the recovery of European agriculture, in the early 1950's,

American agricultural exports were once again declining. The rehabilitated

agricultural economies of the European nations were less dependent upon

imported food to meet the needs of their populations. At the same time

the U.S. farm economy, geared to the high level of production required

to meet war-time demand and with prices supported. above world levels,

began to accumulate agricultural surpluses. Farm groups and sympathetic

Congressmen began to look for ways to reduce the difference between

agricultural production and utilization without causing disruptive

changes in the organization of agriculture.

The outbreak of the Korean War alleviated the urgency of the surplus

problem for only a short duration. In 1951, the Emergency Aid to

India Act provided a $190 million loan for the purchase of U.S. food

grains to help meet food shortages resulting from a combination of

disastrous weather conditions. To relieve famine conditions in

Pakistan during 1953, the U.S. shipped them 100 million long tons of

wheat. Part of the wheat--consumed by those who could not afford to
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pay for it·~-\-Iasin the fOTIo.of a bitt, and the rest was sold for

Pakistani currency (rupees). Section 550 of the Hutual Security

Act, 1953'J permitted the sale of surplus commod ities to friendly gov·-

ernments for local (soft) currencies. The proceeds were to be used

to meet specified U.S. expenditures within the recipient country. The

intent of the Mutual Security Act was to decrease the threat of Com-

munism spreading to less developed countries by providing them Food-

Aid. In 1954, the comprehensive Agricultural Trade Development and

Assistance Act--·P.L. 480-·-was pas sed. As will be seen in the t'o.LLov-

ing section, P.L. 480 does not introduce any new approaches; but instead

involves a combination of previously used approaches focused in a some-

what different direction.

(See Figure I as an illustration of trade quantities and U.S.

agricultural export programs.)

PURPOSE AND FUNCTIONING OF P.L. 480

To promote international trade in agricultural commodities,
to combat hunger and malnutrition, to further economic develop-
ment, and for other purposes. (Food For Peace Act of 1966)

It (P.L. 480) has been referred to as a marriage of conveni-
ence, since, in fact, the shipment of surpluses may mru{e it
appear less necessary to revamp domestic farm policies in
the United States. (Hitt and Eicher, Agriculture in Economic
Development)

liTithits (P.L. 480) passage the United states embarked on a
direct export disposal as a major means of bringing farm pro-
duction and utilization into adjustment. (Arizona Technical
Bulletin 150)

Objectives

P.L. 480 is designed to serve several objectives. These objectives

are rooted in both humanitarianism, and the realities of national and
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international political life. Host important among them are: (1) aid

for the development of low income countries---a rather recent orienta-

tion of export po.Lfcy-i--and (2) the disposal of surplus agricultural

commodities abroad. Other less important objectives are the possible

development of trade patterns in agricultural goods (and their eventual

transfer to cow~ercial sales), combating the spread of communism,

improvement of health and nutrition, and creation of a favorable

"image" of the United States abroad.

There are several different provisions of P.L. 480, called IYTitlesli
•

Each of these "Titles" are described in the following discussion.

Title I

This portion of P.L. 480 permits consessional sales of U.S, sur-

plus agricultural goods to friendly countries (which excludes U.S.S.R.,

China, and Cuba) for local currencies (rupees, dinars, afganis, etc.).

Sales of commodities for local currency represents a saving of foreign

exchange to the importing country. Exporting countries normally ask

for payment in hard currencies, currencies wh i ch are accepted inter-

nationally such as the U.S. dollar, British pound sterling, French

franc, and the German mar k , To engage in international trade a nation

usually has to earn foreign exchange (hard currencies) from the sale

of its ovrnexports. Ordinarily the amount of imports a nation can

purchase are limited by the amount of its export sales for hard cur-

rencies. Allowing nations to acquire some of their imports of agri-

cultural goods 1vithout spending foreign exchange was intended to enable

them to obtain agricultural commodities they would have not otherwise

purchased.
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The following steps occur in the export of Title I commodities

to foreign countries:

(1) A request for Title I food is TIade by the recipient country--
usually through the embassy.

(2) Negotiations are entered and agreeTIents are made on the
amount and value of goods to be shipped.

(3) u.s. exporters are paid in dollars to export the given
quantity of goods.

(4) The recipient country collects local currency from importer
or Bovernment agency whf.ch sells the commodities through
normal market channels. (Title I goods are indistinguish-
able from locally produced goods in the market.)

(5) Local currency is deposited ,dth the U.S. embassy in the
recipient country.

If the U.8. wer-e to transfer these local currencies to dollars or

pound sterling, the commodity sales would become an additional burden

on already scarce exchange earnings. Thus, the United States limits

its use of local currencies, wh lch represent purchasing power uithin

the recipient country, to a specified list of activities. The Food

For Peace Act of 1966 gives the following as legitimate uses of local

currencies held by the U.S.:

(1) Development of new markets for U.S. agricultural commodf.tLes ,
(2) Finance international education and cultural exchange

activities,
(3) Promote scientific research and dissemination of technical

information,
(4) Acquisition of buildings for U.S. government,
(5) Analyze, index, and ~cquisition of foreign publications.
(6) Common defense,
(7) Nonfood relief,
(8) Loans to U.S. and local firms,
(9) Hultinational trade promotion and economic development

programs,
(10) Purchase of goods and services for other friendly nations,
(11) Help finance maternity and child care, and nutrition,
(12) Sale for dollars to U.S. tourists.
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price concession should probably be charged off as support to U.S.

arrricultural prices) given that the eee usually dr-aws on its own stocks

of surplus products for Title I ship:ments.

The list of nations that had received a portion of the 11.6 billion

dollars worth of Title I sales, as of 1969~ is impressively long. It

includes 54 nations. Table 1 indicates the amounts shipped to each

of these countries.

Title II

Under this title food is donated for emergency relief of suffer-

ing caused by natural disasters (floods, droughts, crop failures).

Since July 1960, food has been made available as a partial payment

of wages to previously unemployed or under'emp.loyedlabor utilized on

qualifying development projects. A number of government-to-governuent

programs of child feeding have also been covered by Title II. These

donations, are distributed directly to the consumer~ and in essence

bypass the local economy.

The level of exports under Title II, until 1967. had never exceeded

$100 million annually, and has amounted to only 6 percent of total

P.L. 480 shipments from 1955 to 1969.

Title III

Title III consists of two separate and greatly different pro-

visions: (1) barter, and (2) donations.

(1) Barter--The cee was authorized to barter agricultural sur-

pluses for strategic materials under the ece Charter Act of 1948. The

amount of barter, however, from 1949 through 1954 amounted to no more
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than $108 million. The enactment of P .L. 480 authorizing a supp.Lement.a.L

stockpile of strategic materials resulted in rapid expansion of barter 3

reaching $400 million in fiscal 1956-57. Vigorous protest, mostly

from Canada, caused a review and change of the program guidelines.

Subsequently, the amount of barter dropped to a more moderate level

of ~100 to $200 million annually in the late 1950!s through the early

1960's and to even less in later transactions.

(2) Donations--This portion of Title III provides for the CCC

to finance shipments of surplus goods for distribution by approved

U.S. and international welfare agencies--CARE~ Catholic, Protestant,

and Jewish sponsored organizations, UNICEF and mrm!A. The U.S. pays

the cost of packaging end delivery to the point of entry. In turn)

each food item is labeled as a gift from the American people. These

donations have averaged about 0100 million annually.

Title IV

Title IV involves long-term dollar loans to countries that have

made substantial progress in economic development, yet are not ready

to deal .,ith the United States on a commercial basis. The commodities

agreed upon may be delivered over a ten-year period and payments may

be spread over a maximum of twenty years, including a t.wo-year grace

period before payments must begin. These are the most lenient terms.

Usual agreements call for more stringent repayment conditions. A

recent amendment authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to engage in

long-term dollar credit agreements ",ith private firms in foreign nations.

By 1966 the U.S. had twe Lve years of experience in food assistance

to developing nations under P.L. 480. The great bulk of the food
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assistance under P.L. 480 during this period had been granted under

Title I---"concessional se.Les'l-e-wher-eby the nations receiving the assist-

ance could obtain food products at lower cost than through usual com-

mercial sales. In effect 9 the U.S. government was taking on the job

of trying to feed that part of the wor-Ld wh i ch could not feed itself.

This feeling underlying the original P.L. 480 of 1954 was in part due

to the vast surpluses of agricultural comrr~dities in the U.S.

vJith the decline in U.S. surplus food commodities during the mid-

1960 is, this feeling began to change. It was recognized that the U.S.

could not become the food supplier for the entire developing world.

Furthermore, the concessional sales under Title I of P.L. 480 were

not forcing the less-developed countries to increase their o,m agri-

cultural production and yields. Consequently, there was the growing

conviction in the U.S. that we should not become the "backstop1i food

supplier to less-developed countries, but rather tha.t less-developed

countries should strive to improve their own agricultural productivity.

In addition, because of our own foreign exchange problems (more U.S.

dollars are being spent abroad by this nation than other nations are

spending for U.S. goods and services), the Congress began to look less

favorably upon local currency sales and give greater attention to the

"long term dollar loan" provisions of P.L. 480. This change in feeling

created the need to alter both the intent and operation of P.L. 480.
As a result, the 89th Congress enacted an amendment to P.L. 480 called

the "Food For Peace Act of 1966".
One ma.jor change from the original Act in 1954 was that the con-

cessional sales under Title I--sales of surplus agricultural commodities
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for foreign curr-enci es-i-wer-e to be phased out by 1971. The other major

change vas that cOr.l1lloditiesavailable for P.L. 480 sales Here to be

designated by the Secretary of Agriculture and need not be U.S. surplus

agricultural products.

A few results of this change in P.L. 480 can be noted im..mediately.

After 1971, U.S. owned foreign currencies "Till not build up in the

countries receiving food assistance under P.L. 480. Furthermore,

countries receiving aid are forced to set up a system to repay the

U.S. in gold or hard currencies (for example, U.S. dollars and pound

sterling) over time, although possibly at quite favorable interest

rates. In summary, Title I--Pconcessiona1 salesll-·-w"illnot be made

after 1971, but P.L. 480 commodities will still be available under the

terms of the Title IV--long·-terrndollar Loans-c-prova si on ,

VALUE OF P ,L. 480 SHIPI'-1ENTS

Earlier it was noted that 54 nations have received commod.i t Les

under the Title I·--"concessional sales"--provision of P.L. 480. This

section will identify the nations receiving the largest amounts of

Title I commodities through 1966. The largest recipients of Title IV--

"long-term dollar Loans 'l-c-commodf.t.Leswill also be identified. Fur-

ther, the regional flows of Title I and Title IV commodities will

be examined~ as will the relative importance of the various provisions

of P.L. 480 and commercial sales as percentages of total U.S. agricul-

tural exports.

Largest Recipients of Title I
and Title IV Commodities

By far the largest importer of Title I--"concessional sales"--

was India. This nation alone accounted for approximately 30 percent
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of all Title I sales from 1954 through 1969. Pru~istan was a rather

poor second importing somewhat less than one~-third of the amount of

Title I commodities received by India. Together the ten largest recipi--

ents of Title I commodi t.Les-v-Tndd a , Pakistan, UAR (Egypt). Korea J

Yugoslavia~ South Vietnam, Poland? Brazil, Turkey, and Spain (in that

order)--received 81 percent of all Title I shipments through 1969.

(Table 2 lists the ten largest recipients and the amounts they

received. )

Yugoslavia was by far the largest importer of Title IV-..·Hlong-

term dollar loans"--commodities, accounting for almost 25 percent of

the corr®odities shipped from 1955 throuGh 1969 under this provision.

The five largest importers of Title IV commod.ities wer e Yugoslavia.

Indonesia. India. Brazil, and Israel. in that order. Together they

have received about 69 percent of all Title IV commodities.

P,L. 480 Shipments by Geographical Regions

As might be expected from the large amolllts of Title I commodities

shipped to India and Pakistan, the Asia region received the greatest

share of Title I exports. Asia accounted for slightly more than 60

percent of all Title I shipments from 1955 to 1969. Surprisingly

enough, ~lestern Europe (non-communist Europe) 'vas the second largest

recipient of Title I commodities, although its percentage share was

much smaller--l2.2 percent. Of the total amount shipped to this region,

roughly 75 percent was received by Spain, Greece, and Turkey. None

of the more developed nations of Hestern Europe received Title I ship-

ments after 1962. Eastern Europe (communist nations) also received a

surprisingly large amount of Title I commodities, as a result of
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Table 2.---Largest importers of Titles I and IV agricultural commodities,
1955 through 1969*

Country Dollars
(1'.1il1ions)

% of Total

TITLE I
1. India
2. Pakistan
3. UAR
4. Korea
5. Yugoslavia
6. South Vietnam
7. Poland
8. Brazil
9. Turkey

10. Spain

3,778.3
1,160.8

757.6
641.6
575.9
567.3
498.3
476.0
466.4
462.6

32.5
10.0

6.5
5.5
5.0
4.9
4.3
4.1
4.0
4.0

rrrTLE IV

Yugoslavia
Indonesia
India
Brazil
Israel

269.3
173.1
148.8

90.4
61.3

24.8
16.0
13.7

8.3
5.7

"*1955-1966 figures taken from U.S.D.A., 12 Years of Achievement
Under Public Lm, 480. (ERS-Foreign 202, November 1967) and updated
wi.t.h data from U.S.D.A., .foreign Agricultural Trade of the United
States, (ERS-USDA, November 1968, November 1969).

commodities valued at $575.9 million being shipped to Yugoslavia and

$498.3 million imported by Poland. These tvo nations, receiving approxi-

mately 9.1 percent of all of the Title I shipments through 1969, wer-e

the only communist countries to have imported either Title I or Title IV

commodities. The African region imported only slightly more Title I

commodities than Yugoslavia and Poland (Eastern European region) and

the Latin American region was the smallest importer of Title I commodities.
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The Asian region was also the largest importer of Title IV com-

modities--46.5 percent of all Title IV shipments. Eastern Europe was

the second largest importing region~ even though Yugoslavia was the

only country to receive Title IV commodities (amounting to 20 percent

of all shipments under this provision). Latin America (17.1 percent

of all Title IV commodities) ~ Africa (10.5 percent) ~ and Hestern

Europe (60 percent) follov.redYugoslavia (Eastern Europe) in that order.

Table 3.--Amounts of Titles I and IV commodities, by geographic regions,
received, 1965 through 1969*

Asia Af'r Lca Latin vlestern Eastern
America Europe Europe

Title I
(Dollars in Hillions)

$ Received $7,310.7 $1,071.2 $806.4 $1,414.4 $1,065.2
% Received 62.7 9.2 6.9 12.1 9.1

Title IV

$ Received $ 626.9 :); 141.8 $231.1 $ 80.3 $ 269.3
% Received 46.5 10.5 17.1 6.0 20.0

*Figures taken from U.S.D.A., 12 Years of Achievement Under Public
Law 480, (ERS-Foreign 202, November 1967), and updated with data from
U.S.D.A., Foreign Agricultural Trade of the United States, (ERS-USDA,
November 1968) November 1969).

U.s. Agricultural Exports--1955-l963

U.s. agricultural exports amounted to roughly $76.4 billion for the

period 1955-1969. Annual shipments increased from $3.1 billion in 1955

to a maximum $6.7 billion in 1966 and then declined to $5.7 billion in

1969. During this same period, government-financed exports of agricultural
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commodities amounted to roughly $20.4 billion or 26.7 percent of all

shipments. Approximately 24 percent of these U.S. agricultural sales

abroad were accomplished under the various provisions of P.L. 480.

Title I--"concessional sales"-.·shipments accounted for the largest

amount of P.L. 480 shipments--·15.2 percent of all U.S. agricultural

exports. The smallest amounts of P.L. 480 commodities---1.4 percent

of total agricultural expor-ts-c-wer e shipped under Title II--tteI'lergency

relief"·~-agreements. Title IV··-1I1ong-term dollar loan"-·-accounted for

1.7 percent of agricultural exports. Title III barter agreements

accounted for 2.3 percent of agricultural commodities shipped, while

Title III donations represented 3.1 percent of U.S. agricultural exports

for the 1955 to 1966 period.

As may be seen in Table 4~ Title I exports steadily increased

through 1965. At the same time~ government-financed exports under

programs outside of P.L. 480--l'lutualSecurity Act and others--declined.

Exports outside of government-financed programs (commercial exports)

grew from $2.3 billion in 1955 to a maximum of $5.5 billion in 1967,

annually representing about 70 percent of U.S. agricultural shipments.

EFFECT OF P.L. 480 ON U.S. AGRICULTURE

The U.S. agricultural situation has been one of overproduction at

prices established by government supports, and with domestic prices

maintained above world prices. P.L. 480 has permitted the U.S. to

dispose of some of its agricultural surpluses at less than domestic

prices and consider the cost of acquiring and exporting these commodities

as part of our program to aid the developing nations. Thus, P.L. 480
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has. no doubt , encouraged the maintenance of U..s. prices above world

levels and has influenc·ed the level of resources devoted to domestic

agriculture •. The ..alt.ernativeof stockpiling surplus agricultural .com-.

modi ties, as a means of supporting U.S. farm pri ces , would have been

much less acceptable politically •. _Thus, the effect of P .1. 480. has

been to postpone a major r-eadjustment of American agr:i.culture•. Such

a readjustment would have involved price declines for U.S. farm producte

and an exit of human and physical resources from agriculture until

some point where production came into balance with U.S. food needs

plus the amount that could be sold abroad commercially (without govern

ment-financed export programs).

Whether the effect of P.L. 480 is therefore good or bad depends

upon your point ·of view, and what one considers to be the contributior

of P .L. 480 as foreign aid. The fact that there has been substantial

differences bet"reen domestic prices (or costs to the ccc) and. export.

prices suggests that P.L. 480 price concessions should be considered.

as part of the cost of the domestic price support program and not as

foreign aid. Again the use of surplus commodities restricts, to a

certain degree, the aJ.ternatives of economic aid that might be -con-·

sidered. We may, in fact, be confining ourselves to commodity aid

when our objectives could be met at less expense with other forms er.,

aid (technical, capital, education). The use of local currency to

cover U.S. expenses in foreign countries should, of course, be included

in the computation of benefits from the overall program.

THE EFFECT OF P.L. 480 ON COMPETING NATIONS

The-operation of the P.L. 480 program has met with opposition from

other agricultural exporters. Typical of their complaints are that
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prices of surplus good.s have not kept pace with industrial and non-

surplus commodities, and that their treasuries cannot afford to absorb

losses similar to those taken by the eee. In other "\lords,they believed

that the eec vTrite-offs increased wor-Ld supplies of certain agricultural

commodities causing a downward pressure on their prices and that the

U.S. sometimes entered into P.L. 480 agreements at less than wor-Ld

prices. A counter argument was that the terms of Title I exports per-

mitted nations with limited foreign exchange to purchase agricultural

commodities, thus adding to the overall demand for these products and

offsetting any price declines. Haritime nations wer-e also irritated

by the requirement that half of P.L. 480 commodities must be shipped

on American vessels.

During the early period of P.L. 480, 1955 through 1958, the

Canadians were particularly vigorous opponents of Title I and Title III

wheat shipments. They, in turn, developed the Chinese market which

vas politically "out of bounds!' for U.S. exporters. The Canadians

were most critical of "tied sales" and the barter program. (Note:

the growth in fibarter sales" between 1955 and 1957 as given in Table 4.)
Tied sales agreements require that countries buying surpluses for local

currencies (Title I) also agree to buy a specified amount of U.S. surplus

commodities for dollars. This was intended to protect "normal U.S.

marketings" . 'I'hebarter program operated through private contractors.

Surplus commodities were often sold for dollars and strategic materials

purchased for delivery to CCC stockpiles. r1any barter shipments went

to countries financially capable of paying in dollars, and contractors

often manipulated sales in order to obtain working capital at extremely

low rates.
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As a result of these protests 9 the U.S. revievred P.L. 480 in 1957

and made several adjustments. Eligibility regulations were established

to prohibit certain developed countries (most of Hestern Europe, Mexico"

Japan) from entering into P .L. 480 agreements. Amendments we re attached

to P.L. 480 to assure that surplus sales do not "undul.y disrupt vor Ld

prices of agricultural commodities or normal patterns of commercial

trade 1Nith friendly nat.Lons ", It should be stressed that these amend--

ments ,fere designed to protect the commercial marketings of all free-

world exporters, not exclusively those of the United states. Title III

barter agreements wer-e restricted to certain commodities and to less

developed countries. And a practice of prior consultation vrith coun-

tries who might be affected by P.L. 480 agreements was adopted.

Under pressure from Canada~ Denmark, Netherlands, Australia, and

NevT Zealand) the U.S. agreed to following limitations at the GATT.

(General Agreement on Tariff Treaties--an organization used by

developed nations to set international trade policies):

1. No country subsidizing exports shall gain an unfair share
of wor Ld markets. (Fair share based on (a) historical
trade levels, and (b) negotiations.)

2. Any country claiming damage can insist on discussions/and
if damage is the case, demand that the offending country
pay amends.

EFFECT ON RECIPIENT COUNTRIES

Valuation of Food-Aid

The first glance at any statistics indicating the value of Title I

P.L. 480 sales to various countries suggest that the food-aid program

has been truly massive.
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Appendix II lists the total value of sales of agricultural commodi-

ties under specified U.S. govermnent progrmns and total sales outside

of existing specified government programs for the years 1955-1969, for

selected countries. Appendix III gives the value of sales under Title I

of P.L. 480 as a percentage of total agricultural exports from the

U.S. to that country.

Some indications can be obtained from these statistics on the

importance of Title I sales to recipient countries in relation to their

total agricultural trade with the U.S. Eighty-one percent of U.S.

agricultural exports to India were under Title I of P.L. 480; for

Paldstan--84 percent; for Brazil--44 percent; and for Indonesia--44

percent. The average value of Title I commodities as a percent of U.S.

agricultural exports for Asian countries \las 31 percent, Africa--31

percent, and Latin America--10 percent. This method of measuring

assistance to less-developed countries leaves the impression that U.S.

food-aid has been quite substantial.

An alternative measure of food-aid is its volume in relation to

total agricultural production within the recipient country. 'I'itleI

sales of cereal grains to India~ for example, accounted for about 5

percent of the total quantity available for consumption. Title I imports

to Colombia represented less than 1 percent of total agricultural pro-

duction, although this percentage reached as high as 56 percent for

wheat in 1959. From this point of view the program does not seem as

massive.

Valuing food-aid on the basis of its domestic value has several

difficulties. First of all, the U.S. value of agricultural commodities
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in food-aid programs usually overestimates the market value of these

commodities to the recipient countries. The reason for this is that

U.S. domestic prices, used to value the food~·aid, are often somewhat

higher than the market prices of these commodities in the recipient

nations.

Secondly, if we are interested in assessing the amount of IIgrant-

aid"* involved in food-aid under P.L. 480, we must consider what the

U.S. does with the Title I soft currencies it acquires. The U.S. has

four alternatives: (1) It may grant all or part of these funds back

to the recipient country; (2) These currencies may be used for U.S.

expenses within the country? which reduces the "grant element IIof

P.L. 480 Title I shipments; (3) Or. the U.S. may loan these funds to

the recipient country, cli th repayments beginning the process once more;

and (4) Finally, the U.S. can simply delay making any use of these

currencies. Consequently~ the amount of "grant-aidIV in food-aid is

very much dependent upon what the U.S. does with the foreign currencies

it accepts from recipient nations.

Further, the local currency used to pay for Title I commodities

is given a fixed "official" value in relation to U.S. dollars (exchange

rate). This can be thought of as the official cost of purchasing U.S.

dollars with local currency. (For example, one U.S. dollar may be

given a value of three units of local currency.) Because of the ever

present problem of inflation in less developed nations, the "official"

exchange rate usually overvalues local currency in terms of U.S. dollars.

*That amount of goods transferred from the U.S. to other nations
without compensation, i.e. a gift.
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Since Title I agreements are made on the basis of the "official" rate

of exchange, this tends to increase the "grant element '1 in the food-aid

shipments. In essence, the U.S. is giving the foreign nation a portion

of the Title I commodities because their money is not worth its

officially-stated value.

Finally, the U.S. usually requires that a significant portion of

the food-aid shipment is carried to the recipient country in U.S. ships.

The cost of U.S. shipping is generally higher than many other shipping

fleets. This has the effect of Lover-Ing the "grant element" in the

food-aid.

As a result~ it is quite difficult to measure both the value of

food-aid and the "grant element" in Title I P.L. 480 food shipments.

In contrast to the Tit!e I P.L. 480 sales, the Title IV P.L. 480
sales have been quite small. Although Title IV of P.L. 480 has been

in operation only since 1959, it definitely has not been as popular

with less-developed countries as Title I. From 1962-69, Latin America

imports under Title IV were 84 percent of Title I imports; in Asia

for the years 1963-1969, Title IV imports were 13 percent of Title I

imports; for Africa, 1963-1969, Title IV imports were about 20 percent

of Title I imports.

The difference between Title IV sales of agricultural commodities

and commercial sales of the same commodities lies largely within the

terms of the agreement for repayment. Commercial sales are usually

made vlith the agreement to pay either in gold or hard currencies within

a short period of time. Title IV sales have a "grant element" in that

the repayment period can be as long as 20 years with or without interest
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payments during that period. Some grace period is usually allowed follow-

ing the start of the repayment period before interest payments must be

cOlTlrlenced.

The "grant element" in 'l'itleIV shipments is therefore the result

of more favorable credit terms than could onherwi se be obtained on agri--

cultural imports.

lilhileTitle IV shipments of food under P.L. 480 have a "grant;

element", it is suspected that it is not as large as the ligrant element"

in Title I sales. This can explain part of the preference for Title I

shipments under P.L. 480. However, after 1911, Title I \Till be ter-

minated and replaced with Title IV. One would expect that food ship-

ments under the P.L. 480 program will decline after 1911 because of

the reduced "grant element".

In addition to recent changes in P.L. 480, the "green revolution"

may have a considerable impact on the amount of food-aid imported by

developing nations. The "green revolution" refers to the encouraging

results that developing nations have had with new strains of seeds

which seem to be well adapted to their climatic conditions and produce

much higher yields than the varieties they previously used.

Direct Effects on Recipient Countries

Several possible effects of food assistance on less developed

countries will be discussed. It is important that these effects be

recognized so that the U.S. may design assistance programs for less-

developed countries that are more efficient for the U.S. and less dis-

ruptive to the economies of the recipient nations.
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First, as food-aid enters a recipient country, total available

supplies of these products increase and can cause decline in arricultural

commodity prices. A decrease in agricultural product prices, in turn,

can cause a decline in the agricultural production of the recipient

country. Since there is less incentive for the agricultural producer

than there woul.d ot.herwtse be, he will be less encouraged to increase

output or perhaps even maintain his present level of production. The

magnitude of this effect depends upon how responsive' the farmers

of recipient countries are to changes in agricultural prices.

Second, the importation of agricultural products as food-aid would

depress the price of these products relative to other products, causing

farmers to switch resources from the production of the imported products

to other agricultural commodities.

Third, a combination of the first tllO effects--P. L. 480 holding

back the prices of certain products and subsequent switching to alterna-

tive products (causing increased supply and price declines for these

products)--can depress all agricultural prices. The result could be

a slow-down in the development of agriculture in the less-developed

country. Again, the importance of these effects depends on the sensi-

tivity of farmers to prices.

Fourth, the importation of food-aid to Less-deve Loped countries

can result in a decrease in imports of agricultural products through

regular commercial channels. This is of concern to both developed and

developing nations alike. The developing nations are. in general,

exporters of rav and agricultural products. Thus, the food-aid ship-

ments can reduce trade among developing countries and in turn limit

their export earnings and consequently their capacity to buy badly
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needed industrial imports. For those countries receiving food-aid on

favorable terms, the problem of reduced export earnings may be offset

by switching those funds which would normally be used for food imports9

to the extent that the contract to protect i1usual marketingsd permits,

to the purchase of industrial products.

Fifth, because of the importation of food-aid, one VTould expect a

change in consmnption levels in the reCipient nation. However, because of

some of the effects discussed above~ it cannot be assumed that all of

food-aid is necessarily an increase in consumption. Hith the oppor-

tunity for diverting some export earnings from planned food imports

(when imports are received under P.L. 480) to industrial imports and

the possible disincentive to local production, the amount of additional

consumption probably falls short of what would ot.herwfse be expected.

This aspect of f'ood-iaLd is of great importance to U.S. policy particu-

larly for nations ,v-ithhigh rates of population increase and less than

adequate dietary levels. It is vital that the U.S. design food-aid

policy to maintain or raise consumption levels in the recipient countries.

Finally, it is possible that funds accumulated by U.S. within the

recipient country can have an impact on the stability of their money.

This, of course, depends upon the individual nations ability to manage

its monetary affairs and offset inflationary or deflationary pressures

created by U.S.-ovmed local currencies.

Indirect Effects

Certain indirect effects on reCipient countries can also be of

importance in designing U.S. foreign assistance policy.
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Importation of agricultural products on a large scale can put

increased stress on the transportation facilities, harbors and ports,

and market systems throughout the country. The imports~ then, force

expansion in these industries. Whether this forced expansion is in

the best interests of economic development is open to question.

Food-aid through concessional sales can also lead to significant

changes in the overall program for development in the recipient country.

The large-scale importation of P.L. 480 conrnodities can be used to main-

tain adequate or existing consumption levels while the recipient country

diverts most of its attention to development of the industrial sector.

n1US, the developing country could become very dependent upon U.S.

concessional sales for a long period of time.
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Appendix I.--A list of the commodities exported under Titles I
and IV of P.L. 480 as of 1966

Hheat Lentils

vJheat Flour Dry Peas

Rice Evaporated and Condensed Hill~

Corn Dried Whole Milk

Cornmeal Nonfat Dry Milk

Barley Dry Hodified MiLk

Grain Sorghum Anhydrous Pat Hilk

Rye Butter

Soybean Oil Cheese

Cottonseed Oil Butter Oil

Cotton Pork Products

Cotton Fabric Lard

Tobacco Tallow

Seeds Poultry

Canned, Dried, and
Fresh Fruits Beef

Prunes Bulgur

Beans Ghee
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